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torrent sites are always censored by law enforcement in order to maintain security, and thus
typically have an anti-piracy filter. this will make it impossible to find most of the content on

the sites unless you spend a lot of time looking around for it. in 2016, torrentfreak announced
that many major torrent sites have turned to a third-party service to filter illegal content. that
year, nearly all the site-specific subcategories on piratebay, isohunt, torlock, and katcr were
removed. on several occasions, a torrent item related to "even laws" were added to torrent

sites to discourage people from protesting against them. however, this site may be limited in
the region it operates in and some content may be geo-restricted or copyright protected. and,

the majority of the time, this torrent site can be somewhat slow, not very friendly and also,
some pirates may block your access and demand large fees. nonetheless, on top of all these

hassles, torrent site owners also take advantage of file sharing websites for financial gain. this
tutorial will show you the way how to have torrent files hosted on your pc, the way how to

search and download them using a web browser. and speaking of the torrent site operators,
you can come across cases where torrent sites operators are being punished (fine and/or

arrested) by the government due to failure to follow proper legal guidelines. in such cases,
such as what happened in the uk in 2009 to btjunkie.com and megaupload.com, the file

sharers affected got unblocked and the torrent sites still remain open for operations. hence, it
is essential to find other torrenting alternatives to tap the full benefits.
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